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This paper describes the design optimization of a laser based sensor to 
detect retroreflecting surfaces for the purpose of ~utomation and control. The __ ..._.._ / 
goal is to detect retroreflectors at large distances as well as nearby and to 
enable to locate the exact angular position of the reflector. Alternatively the 
reflectors may incorporate information in the form of bar codes which have to 
be read at large distances. Other applications include location systems for mobile 
robots. 
The basic system consists of a collimated semiconductor laser and a 
focusing lens to focus the reflected light ( visible or infrared ) on a 
photodetector. In order to distinguish the reflected light from ambient 
illumination, the laser is intensity modulated. 
The components of the system are first individually characterized then 
equations for the overall system performance are established and optimization 






1.1 Deacriptlon of the 1y1tem 
One possible system configuration is depicted in Fig. I : 
MOTOR 
RETROREFLECTOR 




Figure 1: A poMible configuration of the system 
Rotating 
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Figure 2: Top view of Fig. 1 
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on the lens ; G l reflects the beam to another gold mirror (G2) which is 
rotating ; this rotating mirror will reflect the laser beam making it sweep 
horizontally around the • environment. Located at • certain 
• • pos1t1ons are 
retroreflectors which will reflect the incident beam directly back to the source ; 
G2 then reflects them toward the lens through which the laser beam is 
transmitted and then detected by the photodiode situated behind the lens. 
The light power received by the photodiode will be affected by the 
following variables : The properties of the retroreflector, the characteristics of 
the laser beam, the properties of the photodiode, and the attenuation through 











In section ( I) we mentioned that the retroreflector reflects the incident 
beam' pack to the source location. In this section, we first give some theoretical 
discussion then present the results of measurements in the laboratory. 
2.1 Theory 
. The property that a retroreflector will reflect the incident beam toward 
the source is based on the special geometrical structure of the reflector. If we 
take a microscopic look at the retroreflector, we will see a huge number of 
elements( corner-reflectors) with a structure like Fig. 3 : 
X V 
Figure 3: The basic structure of retroreflector 
In figure 3, plane xyo, plane yzo, and plane xzo are aluminum mirrors. A 
very rough explanation of the retroreflecting phenomenon follows : An incident 
~ 
beam P1 = {Pz, {J11 , P) is emitted toward plane yzo and strikes it at a point X1; 
.... -/31 then generates a reflected beam {32 = {-/3 z, {3Y , /3 z} which strikes plane xzo at 
~ 
a point X2 and in turn genera.tes a reflected beam {33 = { -/3 z , -/311 , ,B z} . This 
-
will strike plane xyo and again generate a reflecte~ beam /3 4 = {-/3 z , -/311 , -{3 z} 
~ 
which is parallel to ,81 but travels in opposite direction. 




l. Power attenuation due to the three reflective processes from mirror 
to mirror. In section( 4) , we will describe a measurement for the 
attenuation of the retroreflector. 
2. The angle between the reflector and the source/ detector: In the above ~ 
explanation, the result is based on the assumption that /3 1 will 
generate a reflective beam which will "STRIKE" the mirror xzo. If at 
some incident angle, the incident beam 'd1 generates a reflective beam 
... {32 which does not intersect with the plane xzo, then the beam is 
lost, i.e. , the beam will never be reflected back to the source 





Figure 4: A case in which the incident beam is lost 
The complete theory of the retroreflector is very complicated and is given 
in Appendix A, here, we only give the result : 
Consider a coordinate system like in Fig. 5 : 
Define : 
z 










Figure 5: An element of the retroreflector 
-
i 
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II - 2'V2tanO( cosa - -sina)I 
2 2 
where o and (J a're from the following intervals · 
-1 < tan8sina < 2 
- -
V3 1 
-1 < - 2'V2tan8( cosa + -sina) < 2 
- 2 2 -
V3 1 
-1 < 2'V2tan8( cosa - -sina) < 2 




A++ A_ Now A= is• the fraction of the total illuminated -·area that will 
2 







Graph I and graph 2(p.10 and p.11) are the .curves under o=O and 30 
• 
degree. This shows that for a general angle of incidence only a fraction of the 
area of the array is retroreflecting. In the next subsection, we will verify 
experimentally that within the range of about ±45°, the reflector can still 
retroreflect some of the beam back to the source. This · range is bigger than 
predicted in graphs I and 2, the reason being refraction. The ~orner reflector 
1 are filled with plastic. 
.. 
2.2 Measurement 
According to the previous subsection, there is a certain angle range over 
which no retroreflection or only partial retroreflection will occur. An experiment 
was set up to measure1 the power reflected by the retroreflector. The purpose of 
this measurement is first to verify the angle range over which a reflector can be 
tilted. Secondly, within this. angle range, the shape of the reflected beam was 
measured. This beam shape will affect the choice of the lens size in order to 
intercept all the reflected light. 
The experimental set up is shown in Fig. 6 
1. The reflector can be tilted to any degree (}. 
2. The bea splitter will separate the laser beam B into two parts: B1 
and B2• B2 will be r,eflected by the retroreflector and then reflected 
by the beam splitter toward the detector{B3). 
3. The detector can be moved horizontally (x airection in Fig. 6) and 
vertically ( out of the paper plane) in order to measure beam profile. 
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DC CURRENT 25 mA 
-
Laser excitation circuit. 
-5. The laser is excited by a lab signal generater, as in Fig. 7 . 
• 6. The measurements are made for the reflector tilted by angles 0°, 10°, 







7. Because of the inherent ellipticity of the laser diode rmission, which 
supJ>osedly is cc>rrected by a cyrindrical lens, tw<> r11ca.surer11ents of 
bear11 profile are r11ade fvery tin1e. 'rhey are along the major and 
• 
n11r1or axes. 
8. The results of these rr1easurements are shown in p. 12 to p. 31 (graph 
3 to graph 22). In theses graphs, the beam spread angles are 
calculated according t<> the distance x (the distance from the beam 
center) and the distance f ron1 reflector to the detector 
(1 2+1 3=~44.5"=113.03 cm, Fig.6) therefore 
X 
(J == arctan( l ) 
12 + 3 
9. The Gaussian shape approximation curves for the data points are 
obtained by the following procedure: 
• Identify the point with maximum power received 
• Identify the "half power" point at which the power received is 
half the magnitude of the maximum power received. 
• The distance between the point of maximum power and the 
point of "half power" is defined as the half width w 0 . 
• Let the Gaussian curve to be /{x) =-= e-(:z:/w) 2 
2 
• Since / ( w O) == ( 1 / 2) / ( 0) , therefore , e - ( w o I w) == 0. 5 
• So, ~ == w0/w, so w=---
v'1n{2) 
.• 
• Therefore, the Gaussian 'curve is /(x) = e-(:i:v'ln(Z)/wol 2 
p. 29 to p. 31 (graph 20 to graph 22) are the comparison of the beam shape 
under the reflector being tilted to different angles. From these graphs we see 
that if the reflector is rotated more than 50°, then almost no power can be 
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3 Characteristics or Laser beams 
The semiconductor laser diode has a single mode double hetero structure. 
For that reason it is possible to collimate the emitted wavefront relatively well 
with a cylindrically corrected lens. The resulting beam profile is expected to be 
of the fundamental Gaussian mode. 
A measurement of the profile is the / ull angle beam divergence, which is 
twice the angle that the outer edge of the beam makes with the center of the 
beam(Fig. 8). The divergence tells us how rapidly the beam spreads when it is 







Figure 8: Full angle beam divergence 
From Fig. 8, we see that if the angle (J is small, then the beam will not 




3.1 The divergence angle of a laaer beam 
3.1.1 Derivation of the E-field 
~'lc>ll<>wiug th,· st,iudard clcrivation of the Gaussian beam profile! 1,2), we 
can set the eler.triral fifllcl c>f this wave as : 
where tJ,( x,y ,z) is a deviation function describing the deviation from a 
uniforr11 J>lane wave. So substitute I~ into the \\'ave equation: 
2 , 1 a
2 E 
V f.J - =--- 0 
c2 at 2 
( I ) 
1 2 




2 a2 E w2 
VE+ -+-E~o 
t a 2 C 2 2 
S. E - E ( ) - jkz k - w 1nce - 0 tj; x,y,z e , - ~ , so 
v72 E = E (V2 t/J)e - jkz 
t O t 
aE .k atJ; .k 
- == E {-jktj;e- 1 z +-e-J z} 
az O az 
2 
substitute into (*) and cancel the terms with k2 and ~ to obtain 2 
C 





w 2• / 2tr 
in optical waves, k : - '.:"- - -~ -, 
r r: ~ 
l is so small such that k will be much 
larger than 1; 
therefore equation (3) becomes (approximately) 
(4) 
Let's solve this eqution in a cylindrical system, then equation ( 4) becomes: 
1 a av, at/J ( r-) - 2 k j = 0 
rar ar az 
(5) 
kr2 
If we guess the solution tc> be t/J = e-- ilP(z) -t 2q(z)] , then 
• 
aP kr 2q'(z) 
j{ az 2 } t/J 
2q ( z) 
Therefore, 
2 2 
.a'P [ a P k r q, ( z) I 
- 2k~ = -2k- + t/J 
az az q2(z) 
(6) 
and since 
a at/; 2krt/J kr2 atj} 2krt/l kr2 krtµ 
-(r-)=-j ~j x-=-j -j (-j ) 
ar ar q(z) q(z) ar q(z) q(z) q(z) 
Therefore 
(7) 
substitute (6), (7) into eqution (5) , with the result : 
k2 . 
[( 2 (q'-l))r2 - 2k(P'(z) + ())]IP= 0 q (z) q z 
• I.e. 
k2 . 








so, q' ( z) = 1 and P' ( : ) = q(,) 
Therefore q(z)=z+q0, and we have the deviation function tJ,(z,r,z}, which is 
Two cases have to be considered : 
I. If q0 is a pure real number then the first factor of tJJ would be a 
constant amplitude wave propagating in the radial direction with faster and faster phase change occurring per --\.lnit of r, this is 
impossible. V 
2. Therefore we have to asuume q0 
• • • 1s 1mag1nary, 
Jc,2 
q0 = jz0 so q(z) = z + jz0 , and ¢ = (e-j(2(z+z0 )))(e-;P(z)) 
2 
- kr 
Now, tJ,(z=O} = e 2z (e-jP(z=O)) 
0 
• 1.e. assume that 
This Gaussian function describing local amplitude vs. radius is plotted in 
Fig. 9. 
1 Relative amplitude 
~ of the field 
z = 0 
0 x or y 
Figure 9: The amplitude vs radius ( from [1] ). 
Assume • the transverse distance from the center of laser beam which WO IS 
-kw 2 2zo c2zo ,\zo 






Since q(z) = z + jz0, so - --q(z) 1·t ''o 
therefore 
so 
t/J == ( e 2 2 ) ( c 2 2 ) ( e - jP( z) ) 
2 ( z 1 z0 ) 2 ( z • z0 ) 
2 
"k 2 - kzor 




According to equation (8), as we move away transversely from the center 
axis of the laser llearr1. th<) pha~e changes faster and faster with r, but the 
amplitude becomes insignificant as r increases, so this result is acceptable. 
• Define 
radius. 
2 2 2(z + zo ) 2zo 
2 2 2 
w (z) == ~-[I+(-) ] 
kzo k zo 
to be the squre of the beam 
2 
r 
Thereby the second factor of equation (8) becomes :e- w2(z) 
2 2 (z + z0 ) 
• Define R(z) == ---
z 
"k 2 J r 






, --, -, 
Now we have to solve the function J>(z), because P (z) - - ,,o ~ q( z) - z + izo 
dP 1 
so f l dz1 i~ z) :_· . 
Q z1 1' JZQ 
z 
= I nl I - j(-) J 
zo 
I 
z z z 2 z 
-= In I I - i-1 -+ ja r r. t a n ( - - ) :-~ In ( 1 -+ I-] ) 2 - ja r c t a n (-) 
zo zo zo zo 
Thercfc>re 
z 
- jP( z) _ 1 jar ct an(-) 
e - e z l 0 
I (10) 
2 -( 1 -t ( z / z0) ) 2 
substitute equation 
'k 2 
( I 0) into equation (9), we have the deviation function 
') J r z 
.,. =._ e - (r/w)'"' e -- __ 1 __ 1arctan(-) 
'fl 2R le zo 
2 -[l + (z/zo) ]2 
Therefore, substitute t/; into E, we have the E-field : 
E( ) _ E .,. - jkz x,y,z - 0 'f1e 
"k 2 w r 2 J r 0 
- E - (-) - ejarctan(z/z0 ) -jkz 
- oe w e 2R w(z) e 
(11) 
2 
w0 r 2 r 
::= E e - ( ( ) e - J 1 kz - a r ct an ( z / z0)] e - 1·k Ow(z) w z) 2R(z 
3.1.2 Discussion of the E-field 
If we treat the amplitude A( r) of the Field E( x,y ,z) as a function of r in 
WO T 2 
a cylindrical system, then A( r) = IE(x,y,z) I = IE0w(z) e - (w(z)) I 
The beam radius w(z) has the following characteristics : 
1. w(z) is an increasing function of lzl 
37 
2. w(z)I > = w0Vl -r- (..:) 2: ~ = w0!... = A, 
' 'o zo , ...... 'o 'o "'"'o 
~z 
w(z) = represents a cone, originating at z=O. Note that at this 
,rwo 





The e- 1 points 
of the field 
.. z 
Figure 10: The spot size vs the longitudinal distance ( from [I] ) . 
AZ 
Therefore the slope of the line w = can be defined as the half divergent 
wo,r 
angle of the beam spread as z>>z0 
so, 
8 dw(z) ). 2). 
-= = ,so8=-
2 dz ~w0 ~w0 
.. 
Therefore the full angle beam divergence is : 
2A 
38 
3.2 Measurement of Beam Divergence 
1>. 4() to J>. 47 (graJ>h 23 t(> gra1>h 30) art the measurments of the 
primary l>carr1 at distances I r11, 2111, and l Om, f rorr1 graph 27, graph 28, we see 
that tt1l· bear11 divergence of the primary beam is : 
8 :" 0.6 millirad 
Compared with graph 22, we see that the reflected beam divergence at 0 
degree is about 9 milliracl, rnuch wider than the prirnary l)carn. 
rfherefc>re we ccJnclude that rnc>st of the observable divergence after the 
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4 Att<-nt111tion 
l•'ror11 the l·:-ficld eqt1tion discussed in the prcvic>us section : 
WO 
E{x,r,z) =- E0w{z}r 
We see that tl1e arni>litud(l will be ,, att(lnuatt•d" as the r increa..c,es, this 
kind of attenuatic>n is dcJ>endcnt c>n z, there arc~ sor11e other factors which also 
• 
cause attenuation. 
1. The attenuation due to lens reflection. 
2. The at ten uat ic>n due to the gold rnirror. 
3. The attenuation due to thr alurninurr1 surface of the retroreflector. 
4. Together \vith the alJove :J iterr1s, wr will discuss the fourth 
attenuation 'A·hich is caused by the relationshiJ> l>etween focal length 
a 11 d t h P po s i t i o n o f t h < • p h o t <> d i c > d <' • t h i s d i s r u s s i < > n \V i 11 l> e p res e n tr cl 
i n t h c · I at e r s u b s c r t i o n .., I~ ff e c t s o f d c J > t h -f o c u s ... . 
Now , let's discuss the first three items : 
4.1 The atte11uation due to lens reflection 
By ~"'resnel's eqution , a light wave incident on the interface between two 
• 
dielectric media with reflection coefficient n, and nt will be partially reflected. 
1. If the E-field is normal to the plane of incidence, the ratio of 
reflection will be: 
Er nicos(Oi) - ntcos(Ot) 
r l. - (-) _L == ( Ei nicos Oi) + ntcos(Ot) 
2. If the E-field is parallel to the plane of incidence , the ratio of 
reflection will be: 
Er ntcos(Oi) - nicos(Ot) 
r11- (E}II = -ni-.c-os_(_Ot_) _+_n-tc_o_s-(8-i) 
48 
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Therefore , the power reflected by the interface will be R .1 = , .1 2, R11 = , 1? 
and we can prove that in a near-normal incidence ., the total reflection of power 
is R = R .1 coa 2(,,) + R .1 ,in2(,,), where 1; is the angle between the plane of 
incidence and the direction of polarization of the incident beam. 
Since the incidence 
• 
IS near-normal, therefore 9 =9 =0 1 t and 
l 
nt - n i 2 "t - n i 2 
I
R ] - [ R - ( ) so the reflection of power becomes R = ( ) II 8i=O - 1.lei=O - nt + "i "t + ni . 
In our case, we consider that the beams emitted to the lens are of normal 
incidence , therefore , refer· to Fig. 11, the power transmitted from region 1 to 
region 2 will be : 
I"\ 
I \ 





Figure 11: Multiple reflections 
4n.nt 
T = [ i ]2{ 1 + a2 + a4 + a6+ ... } 
(ni + nt)2 
nt - n. 
where a = R = ( . 1 ) 2, therefore 
"t + ni· 
4nint 1 
T = [ ]2 { } (ni+nt) 1-a2 





4···1.5 2 I r~ I .I{--------} 
(t.r> ; t)i (1.s 1)-1 
I • 1.5 . I 
0.9230769 
In fact most of the higher order refl(artions will be lost because they 
diverge. l\ut this effect is neglected here. 'rl1Prrfc>re th,1 J>owrr attenuation rate 
of this trans111ission is : 
A1 ~- IOlog(T) ~ -0.3476212d/J 
4.2 Attenuation of the gold metal mirrors 
Tht> gc>ld n1etal rnirrc>r has a reflt1ct ion ratio ~ I , so we consider it has no 
attenuation. 
4.3 Attenuation of retroreflectors 
By substituting the rt·tr(>reflector with a properly aligned gold mirror, it 
was found that the total power reflected from the retroreflector is only 8.5% of 
the power reflected from the gold mirror, therefore if the gold mirror is 
considered to have no attenuation, then the attenuation of the retroreflector is : 
A1 == lOlog(0.08.5) == -10.70581 dB 
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4.4 Effect of Depth-Focba 
From the side view of the detector,M in Fig. 12, 
Figure 12: Side view of the photodetector system 
Let us give the following definitions : 
• / 1 = / ocal length 
• R1 = radius of the area blocked by the diagonal mirror 
• R2 = radius of the le n s 
• D = distance from retroreflector to lens 
J 
• R = radius of the aperture of photodiode 
• D = distance from retroreflector image to lens 
0 
• d = distance from lens to photodiode 
51 
From the Gaussian lens equation ~ we have 
1 1 l 
--=- ..... -
,, D0 D, 
so 
av I !(D - I) - D 1 - 1,2 
0 /. J / J· 
- -· ------ - ---- < 0 
( D ., - f,) 2 aD ., 
Therefore D decreases as D increases. 
0 J 
R,, 
From Fig. 12,we see that 
.. 
(J = arctan(-) 
~ Do 
Ref er to Fig. 13 : 
d 
R2 
, therefore, tan(8) = o· 
0 
R 
Figure 13: The power detected is position dependent 
( 12) 
if we want to intercept all the power entering the lens, we have to put 
the photodiode at a poistion that all rays transmitted through the lens vvill 






D D 0 0 
so Id - D0 I < RR2 .. therefore - RR~ d -· D0 ~ RR so 2 2 
D D 
0 0 
D -· R- < d < D -+ R-
o ~ - ·- o R2 
( 13) 
substitute (12) into (13) we have 
D,~ R D,~ R 
--(1·--)<d~ (1·+-) 
D, · / 1 R2 D, - / 1 R2 
Define the upper and lower limit of d for complete interception as : 
D,fl R 
• d = {1 i -) and 
· up D -· J R 
, l 2 
D,fl R 
• d = ( I ·-- -) 
low D - f R 




/ 1( D, - / 1) - D ,f,• l R 
-----(]+-) 
( D' - /,)2 R2 
ad 
up 
-- 1,2 R 
-- ---(1 -l -) < 0 
( D' - /,)2 R2 








/ 1(D, -. / 1) -· D ,/1•1 
(D,-/,)2 
- 1,2 R 
---(1--)<0 
(D, - 1,)2 R2 
• increases , • 1.e. d. increases as D , up , 
Therefore dlow increases as D, decreases. .(Fig. 14) (Please note that on 
the right hand side of the lens, the distance increased as poisition goes to right, 
on the left hand side of the lens, the distance increased as position goes to the 
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R 
Plt0todiod• insida this r-ar-ga 
•i 11 rac•ive total poNr 
Figure 14: Photodiode Location 
left.) 
The discussion given above results in the following statements : 
• (I) : For any source at a given distance 
exits a range 1d (D ),d1 (D )] on the other 
· up 3 ow J 
the photodiode will receive the total power 
lens. 
D from the lens, there 
., 
side of the lens , where 
transmitted through the 
• (2) : For any source with a distance D., and Range(D 3 ), the upper 
and lower bounds of Range ( D ) are decreasing function of D . j j 
The above text shows that if the source goes close to the lens, then the 
photodiode range will go away from the lens.(Fig. 15) 
In order to investigate this depth focus limitation, we put a source at a 
distance D ==D 2 which is a large distance, and determine how close that D can j j j 
be to the lens so that the photodiode can still detect all the power that reaches 
the lens. D ., 2 is considered to be given, so we have a photodiode range 
l du ri ( D., 2) , d 1 ow ( D, 2) ] · According to the above statements, as the source moves 
toward the lens, the photodiode range will move away from the lens, therefore, 
at a certain distance D , 1 , the intersection of Range(D,2) and Range(D11 ) is the 









r4~-~ .. 1 
Do 
Figure 15: The detector range moves as the source moves 
d (D ) == d (D ) 
up .,2 low ., 1 (14) 
The solution D.,1 of eqution (14) will be the minimum value of D., at 
which the detector still detects the total power arriving at the lens. 
Solve (14) : 
. 
D.,2f1 R D.,1f1 R 
D _,(1 +R)==D _,(l-R) 
.,2 l 2 ,1 l 2 
thereby, we have 
R R 
D.,2(1 + R)(D.,1- /,) = D,1(1- R)(D.,2 - !,) 
2 2 
(.' 





Thereby we have : 
R R I· IJ - ·i /-) I ,2 R IR 
2 2 
( 15) 
Therefore, \\'e s<>e that if a D ., 2 is given , then the design rule is to have 
• D .,2f1 R 
photod1ode set at d :- d ( D 2) --- ( I + -) , and then as long as 
. up ., D ,2 f1 R2 
D., f= ID., 1,D,2] the phtodiode will receive the total power arrived at the lens. 
4.5 Intercepted Power 
Theoritically the photodiode receives the total power as long as it is 
]ocated in the range [D.,1,D.,2], therefore, the curve of reveived power should be 
flat from D ,1 to D .,2.But it is not, the reason is because of the Gaussian beam 
nature of the retroreflected beam, the power density distribution along a 
. .· X 
2 
transverse axis is Nden,ity(x) = A(z)e - (;;;) , and the total power 
X 2 
N0 = J~1r J00 00 A(z)xe - (w) dxd(J is constant, therefore A(z) can be determined 
56 
No 
: A(z) = . Page 58(graph 31) shows plots of Nden,,,,,,(z) at various distances 
w2(z),r 
z. We see that the power received within the ring-shaped area as defined by R 1 
and R2 is the integral 
12wJ,R2 z 2 N = A .xe - (:-) d:zd(J rec O R • i 1 (16) 
where A. and w. varies as fuctions 
I I 
of source locations. It is easy to see 
that this integal is z dependent. 
N 
p. 59 to p. 70(graph 32 to graph 43) are the numerical plots of rec(z) 
NO 
for various R1 and R2• 
Where 
• / 1-93.75 mm 
• D ! 2 = 50 meters 
• R == 2.5 mm 
• N0 is the total power reflected from the retroreflector measured in 
section 2. 
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5 The Pl1otodiode 
Tl1e ph<>l<>dic>de we used is a SGD-200 Silicon Photodiode made by E,G&G 
which utilizes a planar diffused. oxide passivated~ guard ring construction. 
If an external bias is applied in the reverse direction at. the p-n junction, 
current will flow under illumination. The current generated is composed of 
photocurrent and a small leakage current due to reverse bias called dark 
current. The~ dark current will remain constant for fixed bias and fixed 
temperature conditions. Dark current produces shot noise~ therefore a reduction 
in dark current will improve the signal-to-noise ratio. The photocurrent will 
vary linearly with the power of the incident light. 
5.1 The electrical equivalent circuit for SGD-200 






Figure 16: A model for SGD-200 
• R. : The junction resistance of the active area, has a value of 
1 
71 ll 
approximately 108 n and can be neglicted in signal circuit analysis. 
• C. : The junction capacitance of the active area, is voltage , 
dependent, decreasing with increasing bias. 
• R and C : The internal channel resistance and· capacitance between 
C C 
the active area and the guard ring. The capacitive reactance of Cc ( 
~ 2pF ) is much greater than Re or R J, over the frequency range of 
the detectors, and can be neglected f ron1 circuit analysis. 
• i : The photocurrent. p 
The photocurrent • has inherent frequency due to charge I an response p 
collection time[3], therefore can 






t R ( ri ~ et i me) 
r==----
2.2 
-9 8xl0 ~econdl 
2.2 
be expressed by multiplying a factor: 
Therefore the equivalent circuit can be expressed as Fig. 17 
l 
' V1 + W2f2 
Since we want to operate the photodiode at a fixed frequency of 2MHz, so 
we can add a coil to the circuit to tune it to 2MHz. 
1 













_......__ ___ . --.....-. - so, L == 0.0004523 Henries 
14 X] 0- 12 X (2 X 2,rX 106 )2 
Now the equivalent circuit becomes as Fi~.(18) 
If we define RP== Re/ I RL and Rxx =RPI/ (R1 + jwL)·, then the voltage across 
72 




C . J 




Figure 18: Equivalent circuit with tuned inductor 
the load due to the photocurrent will be : 
1 
. . . X R 




J(I + w2r2.) + R + R 






After some arithmetics, we will have : 
I 
i IR 2R2 + w2IJ2R 2]-
P p I p 2 
V =----x 
' J(l _1 w2r2) JTERM1 t TERM2 
where 
TERMI :::: IR -+ R, -- w2C .LR - w2C 2 LR ]2 p ) I J p 
TERM2 == jwL-+ wC .R ( R t R1 ) --t wC .R R1]2 J ., p , J p 
5.2 Noise 
The noise generated in the reverse bias mode is a combination of shot 
noise, quantum noise, excess noise, and thermal noise. Shot noise is produced 
by the reverse current that flows through the device and is expressed by 
l 
i .,n == (2qi0d/)2 [3]. 
• q == l.6xl0- 19 coulomb , the electronic charge 
• i0 ~ dark current ( < 100 nanoamp at 25° C) 
• d/== Noise equivalent bandwidth (Hz) 
The excess noise is ref erred to the shot noise which with frequency below 
I KHz. 
It will be shown in section 5.4 that quantum noise is negligible in the 
investigated detector-amplifier system. 
The thermal noise is given by : 
1 
et== (f + KTRd/) 2 
• K == Boltzman constant ( l.33xl0- 23 ioules/degree K ) 
74 
.. 
• T = Temperature (K) 
• R = Re,i,tanee 





• i : Shot noise 
!n 
• R : Series resistance j 
• R : Channel resistance 
C 
• R1 : Coil resistance 
• R L : Load resistance 
• C. : Junction capacitance } 
f\. 
The noise model for SGD-200 
• e, : Thermal noise voltage generated by series resistance 
• ec : Thermal noise voltage generated by channel resistance 
75 
• e1 : Thermal noise voltage generated by coil resistance 
• e L : Thern1al noise voltage generated by load resistance 
Since from the data sheet, Re = l .5Mn and usually RL « Re, so we can 
neglict the effect of Re. 
The total noise voltage present across R L is : 
Where 
: The voltage across RL generated by e, 
: The voltage across RL generated by el 
: The voltage across RL generated by e1 
: The voltage across RL generated by i Jn 







e1 = le, x 1 I 









L L C. C. J J 









-+R +R C J w JW ) 
After straightforward arithmetic., we have V,;. 
Ve 2 xNUM + eL 2 xNUML + i 2 xNUM. + e12 xNUM1 
., J "" l 
"" VN= 
V[RL + R1 - w2CiL(RL + R J )J 2 + jwL + wC1RLRl + wCiR., {RL +R1)] 2 
where 
• NU M = w 4 C .2 L 2 R 2 + w 2 C .2 R 2 R 2 
., J L 1 l L 
• NUMi =RL2R12+w2L2RL2 
.,n 
Because RP= Re I I RL, and in noise voltage V N' we neglicted the channel 
resistance Re, therefore in V N' we can replace R L by RP. Therefore , the signal-
• • • to-noise ratio 1s: 






. 'l 'l ,, 2·"' 
· ,f,R·R· · ·L R·l t ~ V; . ·~ ~ p . p I p i 
=--------------------------
_ I ,., ,, 1 2 ·) · ., v 1 + w • 1· x Vt. > NU M .,. e .. · lVL' ML .. t • •· NU M 
' ' L ,n a ,n 
') 
+e1·)(NUM1 
5.3 The noise generator in the detector circuit 
The electronics circuit which amplifies the photocurrent at the output of 
the photodiode is shown in Fig. 20: 
• 
+1~ U +1~ U +1~ U 
+1S U 
500I( 
SGD 200 1 2N2926 ..___..l-
I ~ o. 1 
3M 
-1S U 1 
- 0.1 1K 
21( 
-~ 







Figure 20: The detector circuit 







-1S U - -
Figure 21: The first stage of the amplifier 
circuit is shown in Fig. 21 and .Fig. 22 . 
-














The equivalent circuit of the first stage 
Therefore the noise performance of Fig.22 is shown in Fig.23. 
-
Now, assume that the noise generators are v. and i ., then we can assume i i 
































Figure 24: Noise sources transformed to the input 
procedure: 
1. Open input port of Fig.24 , i0 is totally contributed by ii. 











Since v2 + i ,( R1-:· / / C2) = i11R2 =-- R2 { ii -· i 62 } "' R2 { ii - v2(f + ,c r2}} 
.. 2 
l . 1 
So, v2 + (~ + l)v2(;- -t ,c.2)IRt. // C2l = R2,, -· v2R2(;- + ,c.2) 
1'2 1'2 
1 
Therefore, v2 = i .R2----------------
• l 1 
l + (,, + I) (- + ,c 2) (RE / / C 2) + R2 ( ) 
',r2 I' I ',..2-+ ,c.2 




I+(~+ l)(;- -t sC,r2)[RE, // C2] -i R2(;- + sC,r2) 
,r2 ,r2 
2. Now, refer back to Fig. 23, open the input port, then use the 
superposition to find the i . 
0 
By the same process as step I, we can see that i0 due to ie 1 is 
. . 
tt = ------------------
2 l 1 
l+(J3+l)(r +sC"'2)[REIIC2]+R2(-r +sC"'2) 
,r2 ,r2 
3. i0 due to vrl is : 
v rl gml gm2R2 
. . 
ti = 
. 3 1 1 
l + (J3 + l)(r + sC,r2)[RE I I C2] + R2(-r + sC"'2) 
,r2 ,r2 
4. i0 due to icl is : 
. . 
it == ------------------
4 1 1 
1 + {J3+ l)(r + sC1r2)[RE I I C2] + R2(r + sC,r2) 
,r2 7r2 
5. i0 due to ib2 is : 
. •· 
i·t == 
5 1 1 












I -+ (/31 1)(;- ·+ ,c.2)1/lf;// C2l t R2(;- ~+ ,c.2) 
,r2 ,r2 
7. i0 due to v E is : 
. . 
11 7 :._- I I 
I -i (,B + 1)(-r + ,C'lt2)IRE / / C2] -t R2(;- + ,C,..2) 
'lt2 ,r2 
8. i
0 due to ic2 is : 
This results in : 
therefore 
. 
t . == 
I 
where 
1 1 . 
Zx ==I+ (,B + l)(r . + sC,r2)1RE I I C 2] + R2(r + sC,r2) 
~2 ,r2 









10. By almost the same procedure, we short both the input port of 
Fig.23 and Fig.24, then equate the i0 , we will have the result: 
· 2 · 2 
2 I cl I b2 
vi 2 = v,I + 2 + 2 + 
gml 9ml 
V 2 2 • 2 R v E 1c2 
--+ 11+8C2IRE//C2ll2+ 1z12 R2 2 R 2 R2 2 2 z 
2 gml 29ml 2 gml gm2 
This is the voltage noise source transformed to the input. 
5.4 Noise equivalent power 
In most photodiode applications the designer is concerned with the 
minimum detectable po,\·er of the photodiode. The noise equivalent power (NEP) 
figure of merit defines the minimum incident power required to generate a 
photocurrent which will generate a voltage across the load impedance of the 
photodiode that equals to the total photodiode noise voltage. Therefore the 
photocurrent generated by NEP ,iP = NEPx s J.. ,will across the load RL , and 
generate a voltage 
(25) 
this amount should be equal to the noise voltage across the load. 
According to the • previous two subsections, there are two voltage 
generators and one current generator at the input port of the receiving circuit, 
_ - 84 . 
I 
, 
V N1 v ,, and i,. Therefore the total noise voltage at the load of photodiode is : 
(26} 
Where z,n is the input impedance looking from the receiving circuit into 
the photodiode, which is: 
I 
(R, + jwC ) // jwL 
, 






Therefore substitute iP by NEPxs). in equation (25), and substitute (27) 
into (26) , then equate equation (25) and eqution (26) and by following data: 
l. 
• R == 20011 
' 
• w == 21r2xI06 






• R1 - 750x 10
311 
15 - 0. 7 
2 .. I - . = I . 
E-1 750x 103 CI 
\ 







15 - (/ 82 x 101 x RE+ 0.7) 
3. R - I Cl = I B2 
2 




•m1 - V 
T 
1 







• r = t2 g 
m2 





• vE2 =4KTREflf 
• 10 = lOOx 10-9 ( dark· current ) 
• q = 1.6x 10-19 (coulomb) 





• T = SOO ( ab,olute temperature) 
• K = 1.33 x 10- 23 ( Boltzman con,tant) 
• h =plank-, conatant = 6.626x 10- 34 
• ~=wavelength of emitted light from SGD-200 = 780nm 
• QE = Quantum effceienc',J = 0.75 13) 
he 
=-X& q>. .\ 
Therefore 
S. . . . f SGD qxQE 'A = en 8 t t t VI t !I O - 200 = h11 
and 
, A== 0.4708723 µApe re/ µWatt& 
We will have : NEP-= l.324574x 10- 6 Watt& 
The current generated by this NEP will be: 
-
i2NEP= !NEPxsA]2 
and the current generated by qumtum effect w·i)l be: 
- 2 2QExq2 i - N tlf qe - hv Light 
Where 
-3 . 
• NLight = l.5xl0 Watts (The maximum output of the laser) 
• Substitute sl 
C 
, 1/-,\, and ,\ == 180nm into equation (28) 
• Th.en t (29) we have the.· result: compu ,e (28) 
(28) 
(29) 
Therefore, we have shown that quantum noise is negligible as compared to 
the noise generated by other factors. 
- - 87 · 
I 
I 
6 Overall result 
The overall design process is now summarized as follows: 
I. Assume the total emitted power of laser is N0 
2. From section 4, there will be 4 attenuation factors : 
• The attenuation due to lens reflection, which is 
n1 1 n1 
"t - n, 2 ( ) 
• The attenuation due to the gold mirror, A (I in our case). gm 
• The attenuation due to the aluminum surface of the 
retroreflector, A01 (0.085 in our case). 
• The effects of depth-focus. 
3. Therefore after the first three attenuations, the power l>er.on1es : 
n -- n 
t t 2 N1 =- N0 x ( ) x A x A 1 n+n. gm a 
t t 
4. Then, after the effects of depth-focus, the received power will be : 
12,r/,R2 NI x 2 N == xe -(w(z)) dxdO rec O R 2 ( ) I w z 
5.. We like to make that N equals to 10 times the N EP, then 
rec 
N == 10.xNEP 
rec 
6. ·Graph 43 can be used to find distance z to the retroreflector at 
which N == 10xNEP or any other signal to noise ratio. 
rec 
7. According to this z(D.,2), we can find the position of photodiode: 
D .,2f1 R 
d == d (z) ==- d (D ) ==- (1 + -) 
up . up .,2 D - f R 
s2 l 2 
P·. 90(graph 44) is .a graph of the experimental result, p.91 to p.96(graph 
88 \ 
45 t<> gra1>h 50) art- th<· J>rcdicted r(~sults together with a noise level of lOx NE/1, 
which is considerccJ th<l r11inir11ur11 l(lV(l) <>f a wflll distingt1ishabl<1 signal. 
One nc>tices a fair agreerr1<·nt l>etween r11<·a.surecl and calculated power vs 
distar1ce. l)eviations are due to a not quite perfect adjustn1ent of the optics as 
well ac; SJ>herical al>erratic>ns which were not cc>nsidered in the theory, l>ut were 
consideral>le. 
Exact noise measurement were not taken, but at 50m distance the signal 
was roughly 2 tirnes the nc>ise. This corresponds well with the predicted level at 
50rr1 in graph 45 (p. 91). 
6.1 Conclusion 
It is not claimed that the circuit used represents the best possible low 
noise amplifier. With this in mind it can be clearly stated that devices of this 
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A theory of retroreflection 
The geometrical optics of mirror reflection is best approached with virtual 
images. It turns out that the virtual image of the front triangular entrance 
aperture of each corner reflector is located at a distance 2H behind it. Fig. Al 
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Fig. Al 




The front area of the front triangle is : A0 = 4 V3, and this consists of 9 
triangles with sides S0= D /3, all congruent to the shaded triangles. Therefore 
the effective area with perpendicular incidence is : 
6 I 2 
Aper= 9A0 = !:D 2V3 
For an incidence with a direction 8, the center of the virtual aperture will 
appear to be displaced by -d (See fig. A2). Also all the triangles will be 
fereshortened, which is irrelevant if relative area of obsraction is considered. 
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Aperture (Side View) 

































As in Fig. A3(a), the following unit vectors are defined: 
... 
u 1 == {O, 1} 
_. 1 ;: 1 
u = {--v3 --} 
2 2 ' 2 
_. 1 ;: 1 
u == {-v 3 --} 
3 2 ' 2 
Considering the definitions of a and 8 in Fig. A3 (b), one obtains: 
~ ~ 
d = ldl{ co,a, sina} 
-4 
ldl 
From Fig. A2 , we see 28 = tan8 
















d = ldl 
1 1 
ah2 = -d(-v'3coaa + -,ina) 2 2 
I 1 
~h3 = d(-Y3co,o - -aina) 2 2 
and 
l D 
a 1 == { - daina] 2 Y3 2\13 
1 D J3 1 
a 2 = I + d( coao: + -aino:)] 2 Y3 2\13 2 2 
1 D J3 1 
a3 == I - d( coso: - -sina) ]2 Y3 2\13 2 2 
2 




Therefore the total effective area as function of 8, a : 
, 
D2 1 D 2 I D 2 J3 1 
=-VS± [ -v'-Dtan8sina)2 ± I +V-Dtan8( cosll+-sina)]2 










2 Ji I 




D2 D2Js Ji 1 
A = -\1'3 - { f I I - 2v'2ta n8,ino J2 =r I I -l 2v'2ta nO(-coao -f -,ino) J2 
4 36 2 2 
t: V3 1 2 
=r I I · 2V 2tan0(-co,o · -sinn) J } 
2 2 





1 I I 2V'itanOsino ]3 
t: v'3 1 3 I+ 2V2tan0(-coso + -sina) ] 
2 2 
-=- 1 -{ + 
; 9 II - 2V'itanOsino:I ,/ 3 1 
II+ 2htanO(-coso: + -sino)I 
2 2 
V3 1 I 1 - 2htanO(-coso: - -sino:) ]3 
2 2 
+---------} 
V3 1 ll - 2V2tanO(-coso: - -sino)I 
2 2 
whereo:, {} are from the intervals · 
-1 < tanOsina < 2 
- -
V3 1 
-1 < - 2V2tan8( cosa + -sina) < 2 
- 2 2 
V3 1 
-1 < 2\12tan8(-coso: - -sina) < 2 
- 2 2 
Since in a densely packed array of such retroreflecting elements, every 




To achi<!Ve this , we define 
A ~ A + ( o 1) , with o 1 .;. o ·i 180° 
and now 
A-+ + A __ 
A'=----
2 
is the average fractional effective area of the retroreflector. P. 104 to p. 
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